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DIGEST AND HIGHLIGHTS
Major Objactive of the Research
The primary purpose of the study was to determine whether the changes in 
Federal Order No * 2 p r i c in g p r o v is ions effect ive S e p t em'b e r 1, 1981 created a 
transportation cost advantage for plants outside the 1-70 mile cone which ship 
packaged milk into the 1-70 mile Eote, compared to plants inside the 1-70 mile 
zone which ship bulk milk into the zone for packaging and distribution,
Important Points About Our Approach to Costs and Cost Comparisons
1, Differences in "stem-haul” costs incurred by handlers in transporting 
packaged milk were compared to differences in the Federal Order transporta­
tion differentials to see if a transporterion~ralatsd advantage existed for 
hauling packaged milk into the 1-70 mile zone, "Stem-haul” begins after the 
packaged milk is loaded onto the delivery vehicle and ends when the delivery 
vehicle reaches the sales area, Only dost differentes caused by location or 
distance were considered in the cost comparisons, Limiting the analysis to 
stem-haul costs eliminated} or at least reduced:i the impact of any institu­
tional complexities that are not transportation-related, Factors such as 
plant-cost differences* delivery labor contract provisions3 customer service 
decisions and management skills were not included in the cost estimates
2, A differential approach was used to budget cost components for the stem-haul 
portxon of the various delivary routes studied, Using only differences in 
the stem-haul costs due to location isolated the impact of the Order pro­
visions, The differential approach allowed for accurate cost comparisons to 
be made and eliminated arbitrary decisions such as what portion of fixed 
costs not. distance-related should be allocated to the stem-haul. Each cost 
item was studied, A cost that did not differ significantiy (that is, the 
difference in cost was too small to affect stem-haul costs for either 
handler) between the inside and the outside handler was not included in the 
stern-haul cost comparisons , If the cost varied significantly between the 
inside and the outside handler, the difference in the cost item was added to 
the stem-haul cost of the handler bearing the higher cost, 3
3, Stem-haul costs were estimated for fluid processing plants at four different 
locations within the 1-70 mile zone (so-called "inside” plants) and for 
seven processing plants located outside the 1-70 mile zone (so-called "out­
side” plants), One inside plant is located in New York and three in New 
Jersey, Four outside plants are located In Pennsylvania (two in the Order 
No, 2 76-80 Tii.ila cone which were pooled in Order No, 4; one in the 111-120 
mile zone and one in the 121-125 mile zone). The other three outside plants 
are located in New York (one in the 131-140 mile zone; one in the 151-160 
mile zone and one in the 171-175 mile zone), Furthensore, a cost estimate 
was made for each of these eleven plants relevant to each of seven different 
sales areas (two in South-Central New Jersey, three in North-Central New 
Jersey and two in Suburban New 'York), The appropriate Federal Order Mo, 2 
transportation differentials or Federal Order No, 4 location adjustments for 
each of the eleven plants were added to the estimated stem-haul costs to 
provide the cos t comparisons needed >
4, Stem-haul costs were developed using budgetary analysis of representative 
"prototype'1 routes wared would seme .Large supermarket accounts (routes 
serving 5 nr 6 customers with an average of 100 to 150 cases per delivery)4 
To make realistic operating as s rap t i on a and cost es time fas ¥ data were 
obtained from the managements of three plants located inside the 1-70 mile 
none and sir plants located outside the 1 — 70 mHe cone. In addition,, the 
results ot other Cornel1 research and the j augment of Cornell personnel were 
used.,
5, Cost estimates were based on. roses and prices paid burins: the winter of 
1981-82 ,
6, Today’s technology and currently-used handling methods were assumed. That 
is., the product was assumed to be unloaded by the routeman .at the store* 
using a hand fro,oh.
These additional points should be kept in mind in. studying the summary
tables presented in the iollowing section:
1, Cost comparisons reflect the steomhaul transportation costs for packaged 
milk plus Order No, 2 transportation differentials or Order No, 4 location 
adjustments for the outside plants vtm the stem-haul transportation costs 
plus Order No, 2 transportation differentials for the inside plants,
2„ The summary cost comparisons reflect the following assumptions:
a, Use of single-bottom tmefor-1nailers for delivery,
b, Hourly routemen at SIo,10 per hour'including fringes for all handlers. 
(Using only one labor coot .allowed cost comparisons that were neutral 
with respect to institutional footers,)
c, Estimates of rapresen:atine average coses for van idles,
d, A. real cost of capital of 91,
es 'federal Order No, 2 transportation differentials, or Federal Order No. 4 
location ad jus eventsin the case of two plants presently pooled under 
Order No, 4. were added to the differential stem-haul cost calculations 
for comparison.,
f, Only budgeted routes which met IS, Department of Transportation Bureau 
of Motor Carrier Safety regulations for driving and total work dav hours 
a te iiic lud e d in th a c onp arts n n ,
g. Tie stem-haul rests for routes originating in Fultonville, New York* 
with more than 68G cases were calculated assuming one driver an.d one 
helper on each, roues ms required by the union contract), If we had 
assumed one driver* these routes would have been eliminated from the 
analysis, because thev would exceed Department cf Transportation regula­
tions of 15 hours per d a y , Fu.ircnvi.lle is the only location, to our 
kiiovledge5 that employe this type cf delivery practice: therefore, 
assuming two men per route for this handler allowed us to include this 
type of m.Ilk movement in the comparisons.
Res-qits of Basic Comparison* Tables .1 to i
The results of the basic stem-haul cost analysis are presented in Tables 1 
through 4 which follow,, For a detailed, discussion of these results, 
page 28,
see
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In Surimary
The results of the basic analysis generally show that the amendment provi­
sions in Order No, 2, effective September 1, 1981, have not placed handlers 
within ira j. ™ / 0 si He  rone at a disadvantage vls—a—vxs the outside plants in 
delivering packaged milk to large supermarkets within the cone,
Outside plants were in a better competitive position to serve inside sales 
areas on only 28% of all routes,. Only the handlers In Scranton and Schuylkill 
^av■an j Fermsy 1 vania , r iad a transpor ta t ionicest adv.ar\ t a g a o ver the inside han­
dlers in serving large supermarket accounts in the 1-70 mile cone of Order 
No, 2 „
Sensitivity Anal, vs is .....
Some sensitivity analysis was performed to determine the effect on the 
results ox some of the assumptions made for .the basic comparisons, Several of 
the assumptions were relaxed. For each sensitivity analysis^ only one assump­
tion was relaxed, A summary of the results follows.
Federal Order Transportation Differentials, To examine the competitive 
situation which would prevail if the two plants currently in Federal Order No, 4 
were pooled in Federal Order Ho, 2, appropriate Order Ho, 2 transportation 
differentials ware used in the cost, comparisons for those two plants, The 
results of this phase of the sensitivity analysis were significant;
(a) The percentage of route situations where the outside handler has an 
advantage over the insider increases from 28% to 39%,
(b) Generally, inside plants would be at a transportation-cost disadvantage 
in competing with plants located within. 107 miles of the sales areas, 
particularly with plants located lass than 75 miles from the sales 
area,
For a detailed discussion, sea page 37,
Plant Specitic uacor tests, In the basic analysis, a common hourly labor 
rate of $14,9G including fringes (with an overtime cost per hour of $16,28) was 
assumed for both inside and outside handlers, These "common" wage rates were 
used so that the comparisons would be "neutral" with respect to Institutional 
differences, This assumption was relaxed and actual labor costs were budgeted 
for each handler's routes, These "plant-specific labor costs" were based on 
each plant's labor contract and fringe benefit package,
Highlights of using the plant-specific labor costs rather than a common 
hourly labor cost for all plants are;
lt The percentage of routes on which the inside handler held an advantage 
decreased slightTv—-from 72 to 68' percent.
2, Weighted-average advantages for inside handlers remained significant 
but decreased an average of 4,0 cents per hundredweight.
11
3, For the plant located in Schuylkill Haven, Pennsylvania, there were
increases in the weighted-average advantages over the inside plants or 
4*0 to 6,0 cents per hundredweight; for the plant located in Scranton, 
Pennsylvania, the increases were 1.5 to 3.5 cents per hundredwsigut. 
The inside plants'®' advantages over the Fultonville, Mew Fork plant 
location declined significantly {approximately 19.4 cents per hundred­
weight) under the plant-specific labor costs scenarios* The delivery- 
labor costs of these three plants were significantly lower than the 
average,
4 , The weighted-average advantage for the Inside plants relative to the 
Lansdale, Pennsylvania location increased by approximately 2,5 cents 
per hundredweight; the advantage of inside plants relative to the tort 
"Washington, Pennsylvania plant location increased by approximately 3*6 
cents per hundredweight-.
Inside Routes with Straight-Chassis Vehicles and Commission Routemen. The 
basic"^nalysis_aisuined all handlers used tractor-trailers and hourly routemen 
for delivery since most large supermarkets were served in this manner, Actu­
ally, some large supermarkets are served by inside handlers with straight- 
chassis delivery vehicles and commission routemen. Therefore, commission routes 
were budgeted for inside handlers and compared to the outside handlers' tractor- 
trailer routes, For all sales areas, 600-case straight-elms s i s c c-mmi s s ion 
routes were compared to oOO — /50— and 300—case tractor-trailer rou *.oi —~-l 
saies areas *
Highlights of the comparisons assuming inside handlers served supermaricets 
with straight-chassis commission, routes while outside handlers used hourly 
tractor-trailer routes are;
I , In si da hand 1 e r a h a v e a t. .ran spo r tat ion-cost advantage in s er v m g  i a r g e 
suoermarket accounts in 76% of the routes studied, This increase over 
the results of the basic analysis {72% inside-handler advantage) is^due 
largely to the difference between operating costs for a tractor-oraller 
and°a straight-chassis delivery vehicle* While the average labor cost 
of commission routes ($23*33 per hour including fringes and commis­
sions) is significantly higher than the hourly labor cost of outside 
tractor-trailer drivers ($.14,76 including fringes), the feigner tractor- 
trailer operati.r.g costs and longer distances invotved tor ouisxd-,rs 
outweigh the labor-cost differences,
2. The transportation-cost advantage of inside handlers increased an 
average of 4.2 cents per hundredweight for all load sizes,
3, The weighted-average disadvantage of the inside handlers relative to
........ the.SchuyIkI'il""'Haven",.Pennsylvania.plant,.2,0.cents.per.hundredweight",.
changed to a. weighted-average advantage for inside plants or m 3  cents 
per hundredweight if straight-chassis are used.
Differences in Cost of Capital, The basic cost comparisons were made using 
9% as^lie~l^elir7"'^mT"ation-free} cost of capital. Raising the assumed cost-of- 
capital level to 14% produced no significant change in the results.
BoubIe™.Bo11on Tractor-Trailers , Doub 1 e-b o fc tom r.ractor-1ra 11 er rigs can 
only be use.g on t:ha New York Thruway. Moreover, using thera Is not related to 
federal order differences., and in the basic analysis, single-bottoms were 
assumed. However, double-bottoms can be used from Fultonville to Suffern, New 
York, Therefore double-bottom routes were budgeted for the Fultonville han.dl.er 
location,
hiigIn. 11 gbts of tbe results of assurning 1 he use of doub 1 e~bo11ois tractor- 
trailers on the New York State Thruway are;
1, Inside handlers still held an advantage in 72% of the routes compared,
2, The weighted-average advantages for Insiders for all load sizes and all 
sales areas decreased by 2 * 0 to 5,0 cents per hundrsdweigh t depending
on inside plant location,
3, The Fultonville plant 'saved an average of 14,0 cents per hundredweight 
over Inside plants for all load sizes,
Summary, The proportion of routes for which the Inside handler has a 
transportation-cost advantage in serving large supermarket accounts, for each 
set of assumptions, are as follows;
Assumptions
Percent of Routes with 
InsIda Handler Advantage
Basic Analysis Assumptions 72 
Order No, 2 Transportation Differentials 61 
Plant-Spedfic Labor Costs 68 
Commission Routes vs, Tractor-Trailer Routes 76 
14% Cost of Capital 72 
Double-Bottom Tractor-Trailers 72 
All Possible Route Scenarios!/ 77
Regression Analysis
Regression -analysis ’was used to estimate the total variable cost per mile 
of moving packaged milk into the 1-70 mils sons, While a total cost function 
could not be estimated, total variable cost as related to distance traveled can 
be estimated, using the differential stem-haul costs for outside handlers.
Using high and low vehicle-cost data for each of the three load sizesa 
series of regression aquations were estimated (see Table .19), The equations 
show total variable costs which ranged from 3,6 cents per hundredweight- to 5,6 
cents per hundredweight per tea “-nixie increment: of one-way distance traveled.
“/.All route comparisons (a total of 588)3 including those judged to be 
Infeasible,
13
DETAILED REPORT
INTRODUCTION
’Provisions of the New York-New Jersey Milk Marketing Order lreterax Order 
No, 2) were changed, effective September I, 1981s to realign intramarket and 
intermarket class prices, Marketing conditions were such that tne tormer order 
provisions no 1 ongar ret 1 ected the cost ot assembling milv rroti dairy rarias and 
transporting it to plants for processing, Transportation allowances in Order 
No. 2 were, increased to more accurately reflect the cost ot hauling bulk milk. 
(For a more complete explanation see; Federal Register, vrol, 46* No, H l.« 
pages 33008-33013») These transportation differentials attempt to rerlecc 
general cost differences due to location. They are not intended to reflect 
differencss in actual costs for individual situations,
The method used for aligning intramarket prices was of particular concern 
in this study. The cost of hauling milk from distant farms to the New York 
Metropolitan area can. be considered to have three distinct segments; lann—to- 
farm assembly cost3 over-the—road variable cost,, and over™the-road rixed cost. 
Under Federal Order No, L as ainendedj tne producer pays only the nan ling i~o^ t tu 
the first plant of receipt, For reloaded milk, the producer pays the hauling to 
the re-load plant (assembly coat) and the handier recovers a. rate per 10 miles 
between the zone of the farm and the city plant (variable cost); However, the
handler receiving reloaded milk bears the fixed cost of the cver-the-road caul.
For direct™deI.ivsxed milk9 tne handler rscovsrs tiis uiii cost oi" nau.1.ip) 
including the fixed coat, because the first plant is the final destination. 
Therefore# the handler receiving direct-delivered milk has an order price 
advantage equal to the fixed cost of the over-the-road haul. To achieve handler 
equity, an additional fixed transportation differential has been added to the
cost of direct™ d-s 1 i v e r e d ml Ik rece iv e d in the 1-70 mile z one (N o r t h J arse y, N e v
York City, and Westchester, Rockland and Orange counties in New Tori),
BACKGROUND
In 1979, an analysis of actual hauling rates for milk reloaded outside the 
1-70 mile zona and then shipped to plants within the 1-70 mile zone revealed a 
variable over-the-road hauling charge of 2,2 cents per hundredweight of milk per 
10 miles shipped, Variable hauling rates for milk produced beyond the 1-70 mile 
2one and direct-delivered to plants in the 1-70 mile zone also averaged 2,2 
cents per hunaredweight per 10—ml 1 e zone. Therefore the 1,8 ce:nts per htindceu— 
weight transportation differential rata previously allowed under the Order was
(L....4.cents.l..as.s.than.the... variable... oyer-the-road.cost.to.handlers ,..Raising.the...
transportation differential to 2,2 cents per hundredweight per 10-mile zone 
permitted handlers to recover the distance-related> variable hauling costs or 
moving raw Class I milk.
The 1979 analysis also revealed a 15.26 cents per hundredweight fixed cost 
associated with milk reloaded outside the 1-70 mile zone and shipped to planks 
within the 1-70 mile zone. handlers within the 1-70 mile zone receiving direct 
shipped milk do not bear that reload cost. To equalize the cost under Order 
No, 2 of direct-delivered and reloaded milk, the direct delivery differential
1 %
was charged Co a .15-cent fixed transportation differential on Class I milk 
shipped to the 1-7C mile zone, Thus, the 15-cent per hundredweight fixed, 
transportation cost of reloaded milk is reflected in the Class I price of
dprecl. shippsd m i i.x in an. atcerapt to e q u a 11 za ha.u1 ng a 11 owanees for hand 1 avs on
both direct-shipped and reloaded milk,
interested parties are concerned that although the amended transportation 
differentials more closely reflect actual bulk milk hauling cost., they may have 
altered tne competitive relationship hetween handlers who package milk a.t plants 
beyond the 1-70 mile zone and those located within the zone, This study exam­
ines what effect, if any, these changes in Order transportation differentials 
have on the competitive environment of New York-New Jersey Metropolitan Area 
operators and distributors,
Obi ectiva *1
The purpose of this study was to determine whether the changes in Federal 
Order No, 2 provisions, effective September 1, 1981., created a. transportation- 
re .Lazed- au van cage to shi.pp.iQg pacKagan, milk, into tne 1 — 70 mile z one as opposed, 
to shipping bulk milk into the 1-70 mile zone for packaging and distribution,
METHODOLOGY
The taw bulk milk hauling cost differences among handlers caused by their 
particular locations vis-a-vis producers are represented in this analysis by the 
federal order transportation differentials. In this study, differences in 
"stem-haul" costs incurred by handlers in transporting packaged milk were 
compared to the amended federal order transportation diffeTeivtials to determine 
whether a location advantage would exist for hauling packaged milk into the 1-70 
rails zone rroci planes outside tne zone, Stem—haul costs began after the packaged 
milk was loaded onto the truck and ended when the delivery vehicle reached, the 
first supermarket. By comparing only the stem-haul costs for handlers at 
various locations, the effect of the transportation differential order provi­
sions could be isolated from other location-related cost differences caused by 
institutional factors other than the Order, Factors such as plant cost differ­
ences, delivery labor contract provisions, customer service decisions and 
management differences were ignored in the standard cost estimates. The cost 
comparisons were based only on factors related to distance and/or transportation.
1 differential approach was used to allocate costs to the stem-haul oortion 
of the route. Since the objective was to examine. differences .for "inside" and 
'’outside” handlers in packaged milk stem-haul costs, each cost component was 
examined to determine whether it differed for the inside versus the outside 
handler. Cost components which did not differ were not included in the 
stem-haul cost estimates, If a component did differ~significantly, only the 
difference in that cost was included for the handler bearing the higher cost,
This differential approach to cost allocation made the comparison of 
distance-related transportation costs between inside and outside handlers more 
accurate than a total cos t approache
An economic-engineering (or budgetary) approach was used to estimate  ^
differential transportation costs. Using this approach, rather than analyzing 
actual hauling coats, also.made it possible to include only transportation- or 
distance-related costs and exclude other institutional factors mat were no^ 
related to marketing order provisions, Also, with tne oudgetary approacn, 
hypothetical movements of packaged milk into the i-lG mxie zone maid ue^  
compareds not 'merely movements whicn were actually occurring, Howev-w,., .^.h^ 
validity of economic-engineering studies depends on the validltyjsf the 
assumptions about economic conditions on which they are based, tor this study, 
the managements of six plants located outside the 1-70 mile zona and tnrse 
plants inside the zone generously provided the information, data ana judgment 
needed to budget iesli-3tic operating cond.1 1ions ,
Several sales areas in which processors from inside and outside tne 
mils zone either were, or possibly could be, competing xor packaged nnn saj.es 
were identified, In addition, 11 plant locations (4 inside and^/ outside), two 
of which were pooled in Order Ho, 4, were identified, (See Table 5.) Dxstriou- 
tion routes (route scenarios) were budgeted for each of these plants to snip 
packaged milk to each of these sales areas, Each route was developed in two 
parts: stem-haul, or that portion of the route from the platrorm to tne
supermarket and from the last store back to the plant; and the on-route compo­
nent, or tne store-to-store delivery portion. Stem costs for outside plants^ 
were budgeted for various load sizes going to each of tne sales areas ana tne 
appropriate federal order transportation differentials or location adjustments 
were added to the estimated cost, Similarly, stem-haul costs^were calculated 
for inside plants and the appropriate differentials were added The^  msxde^an^ 
outside estimates were compared, plant by plant and sales area oy^sates area, lu 
determine where relative advantages or disadvantages might exist for hauling 
packaged milk,
Route Scenarios
Based on information provided by cooperating handlers* both^outside and 
within the 1-70 mile tone* several typical route scenarios were developed for 
serving large stores (i.e., stores receiving at least 10U cases per delivery) 
with tractor-trailer delivery vehicles. Only large stores were included^ 
because handlers packaging milk outside the 1~7G mile zone probably wouia not 
compete v x t h in side p r ocessors t o r sma 11 o r me d ium-sized accounts, a ma i u e 
stores would require more driving time within the sales area, and^would 
oro'bably require smaller trucks. Also, it could be assumed that large^super­
markets" could be served with tractor-trailers because the "inside" nancixers were 
generally using tractor-trailers to serve them. The assumptions made concerning
■■■lead-sice-,.stop-.sice.,.driving.and...delivery.time.standards.,.and delivery.prac-..
tices were based on information provided by handlers and oa the results or 
previous studies mads by Cornell researchers.2/
"Measuring and Improving wholesale Milk Route Pro dueIvx t y 
ability,” Manual for Management Workshops, Cornell University, l
Profit-
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Round-trip stem mileage was measured for each route from the plant to the 
sales area and the associated stem-driving time was calculated based on 
applicable road conditions and driving standards (Table 6). After stem 
driving was calculated, there were additions for personal time for the 
driver, for normal delays (.12% of standard time) and for any at-piant work 
such as checking the load, doing paperwork, etc* which was attributable to the 
stem-haul* Each route scenario (highways used, driving time, at-plant time, and 
delivery time) was constructed and confirmed by the cooperating handlers*3/
On-route time (time spent; serving supermarkets) was also calculated fox 
each scenario* Time spent at stores in delivery (at-stop time) was calculated 
using Cornell delivery standards of 8,2 minutes fixed time per stop and .34 
minutes variable time per case (which included reloading empty cases) =,4/ These 
delivery standards apply to ”drc=p de 1 ive r i e s”— th a c is, the driver moves the 
milk no more than 15 to 20 feet from the truck, without help from store employ­
ees, and does not pack the dairy case or collect* The on-route driving-time 
standard was 1*5 minutes per mile (or 37*5 mph) and an average of 8 miles . 
between scops was assumed (Table 7)„ If the calculated total route time (stem 
plus on-route times) for any scenario exceeded U.S, Department of Transportation 
Bureau of Motor Carrier Safety regulations for driving time and total hours (15 
hours per day), the scenario was discarded from the analysis*
Stem-haul cost comparisons were made sales area by sales area and load 
size by load sice for each ins ide/out side plant combination * For example s a 
60Q~case load to Dover, hew Jersey for a particular outside handler was com­
pared to a 60J-ea.se load to Dover for an inside handler* Cross"Comparisons 
mixing lead sizes were not made (except for straight-chassis/tractor-trailer 
comparisons)* Each comparison mads was based on identical on-route scenarios„
Preloading or loading trailers 12 or 24 hours prior to delivery was con­
sidered a production, rather than a location or transportation, decision and, 
therefore, -was excluded* The possibility of two trips (routes) in. one day with 
the same delivery vehicle was not studied because this practice was not common, 
The possibility of backhauls was also igne red because backhauls would require a 
ve r y un i qu e si t u.a t ion (time or local i o n-wx s e) and because f aw hand lets operate d 
routes with backhauls*
S /.... .Mhi] a.. this... analysis.ad dr esses...con t.s....a.s.s.Q..c.ia.t.ed....with...the....stem-haul......
portion of a route, it was necessary to develop scenarios for the total route 
including store-to-store delivery, so that the time required for the routes 
could be checked for feasibility and so that such costs as labor overtime could 
be included accurately in the stem-haul cost comparisons,
4/— In instances in wnich t.oere were two men on the trues, the variable 
time standard used was * 25 minutes per case,
Table 6, Driving Standards Used to Calculate Sees. Driving Time
Driving Condition Description.
Standard
(minutes per mile)
Interstate Open highways on which the highest 
attainable speed is 35 MPH, reflect­
ing an average speed of 50 MFH.
1.2
Highway Roads on which raaximmu attainable 
speed is 55 MPH, Typically there 
is a free flow of traffic with few 
delays, reflecting an average speed 
of 37 MPH*
1.6
Suburban Roads on wnich the maximum attainable 
speed is 20 to 35 MPH, Typically 
ther-a ara soma delays due to stop 
signs, intersections and possibly 
traffic3 reflecting an average speed 
of 28 MFH,
2,1
City Roads on which the maximum attainable 
speed is 15 to 20 MPH, Traffic is 
typically slow with frequent delays 
for congestion reflecting an average 
speed of 14 MPH*
4,4
SOURCE; "Measuring and Improving Wholesale Milk Route Productivity and Profit™ 
ability", Manual for Management Workshops, Cornell University* 19750
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Table 7. Assumptions Underlying Three Load Sizes Used in Analys:
Number of 
24-Quart 
Cases on 
Truck
Number of 
Customers 
Served 1/
Average Number 
of Cases Per 
Stop
Assumed 
Total Time 
Per Stop
Assumed 
Driving 
Time on 
Route
Total
On-route
Time
minutes
600 6 100 42 * 2 64 317
750 5 150 59,2 51 347
800 6 133 53.4 64 384
1/ Actual situations observed*
Labor Cos Cs
The labor contracts for individual plantr wete used to calculate the labor 
cost par day, including fringe DcncfUc, of a packaged-milk transport driver or 
route personnel. Fringes not stated in contracts., such as state and federal 
unemployment benefits and workmen's compensation, were added to the fringes 
speeatieeh Insse ceiciiiar ions were cart rriDso mtd each. cooDsracing handllstc 
Sons labor costs cere calculates for five S-hoar cars, some for four 10-hour 
nays and some.-, at too contract a± met, tor a thrue-dav work week. Overtime 
costs per hour, including fringes, were also calculated.
These plant-specific labor costs veto used to calculate ar. industry-wide 
average to estimate stem-haul costs for shipping packaged milk. The plant-' 
specific costs were used to conduct some sensitive tv analysis am 
some of the cone 1 us ions re per fed. he rein , but acre 
protect confidentic,1 fty of Infotnation, Moreave: 
based on Industry averaces were more relevant to:
id to reach 
ate reported in order to 
an our judgreentresults 
marketing order analysis.
from approximately 311,50 to 319,00 with an average of $14,76 per hour for 
outside handlers, and from 314,50 to $16,50 with an average of $15,11 per hour 
tor armica nano.rets, me overall average labor cost -used in these comparisons 
for all plants was $14.90 per straight hour, including fringes, and $16,38 per 
overtime hour
alle rm  in
g a
d plant “Specific far
v
A differential approach was also used to calculate stem-haul labor costs 
for each scenario, On-route or delivery tins was identical for insiders and 
outsiders for each scenario; therefore, the differences in the total route time 
were caused by differences in stem driving time, Therefore, the overtime cost 
incurred for the route was allocated to the stem-haul, For example, if a route 
required 10 hours to complete, four of which were stem hours, and the straight 
workday was o hours, tea iroor camt a11rtouted to the stetmbsul portion of Che 
route would be 2 hours at the overtime rate and 2 hours at. the straight-cime 
race. For a more detailed description of labor cost calculations, see Exhibit 3,
Delivery Vehicle Costs
To budget the vehicle costs for the route scenarios, information about 
vehicle-cos: components and factors affecting those coats was gathered from 
■participating handlers, Data were collected for vehicle replacement prices, 
tire prices, diesel fuel prices, repair and maintenance costs, highway use 
taxes, insurance and registration fees, as well an vehicle life, tire life and 
■average miles per gallon of diesel fuel and reefer fuel use,
rnaustry svsrages wars user tor rttncls purchase price, diesel cost per 
gallon, tire and recap prices, and repair and maintenance cost, Actual rates 
were used for state highway use tax, ton-mile tax and licensing and registration 
fees, In the sensitivity analysis, ranges In these figures were used to esti­
mate the stem-haul cost components, For a detailed list and description of 
these cost components, see Exhibit 15
Exhibit 1. Cost Components Used ia Calculating Vehicle Costs, 1932
Cost Component Range/Average Source of Information
Tractor Purchase Price Range: $50,000 to $55,000 Range reported by coop-stating handlers
Trailer Purchase Price Rangei $30,000 to $32,000 Range reported by cooperating handlers
S t r aig h t- Chassis Price Range; $50,000 to $55,000 Range reported by cooperating handlers
Salvage Value Tractor
and Trailer and Straight- 
Chassis Truck
10% of Purchase Price Average of figures 
reported
Number of Spare Vehicles 
Needed
1 spare tractor, 1 spare 
trailer for every 10
.Average of figures 
reported
Tractor Life in Hiles . 
Straight-Chassis Life 
in Miles
500.000 miles
300.000 miles
Average of figures 
reported
Tractor Life in Years 
Outside Plants 
Inside Plants 
Straight Chassis Trucks
6™8 years 
8~1G years 
8-10 years
Range reported by 
cooperating handlers
Trailer Life in Years 12 years Average of figures reported
Registration Varies state to state
Insurance $2,200 a year tractor-trailer
$1,300 a year straight-chassis
Ave rage of reported 
figures
Federal Highway Use 
Tax
$210*00 a year tractor-trailer 
$120.,00 a year straight” 
chassis
Calculated based on 
gross unloaded weight 
of tractor 14,000 lbs
R e pair and Maintena n c a $,08 - $,12 per mile Range reported by coopera 11ng handIs rs
Miles Per Gallon 4 *5-5,8 miles per gallon Range reported by c oo pe r a 11 n g h a n-d 1-s t s
Reefer Fuel Use 3/4 gallon per hour Average of reported figures
lira Price (new) $273,00 Average of reported■rigures............
Recap Pries $77,50 Average of reported figures
New Tire Life 100,000 miles tractor-trailer 
70 s 000 miles s tr ai gh t~ehass i s
Average of reported 
figures
Recapped lire L 72,000 miles Average of reported figures
Diesel Price Per 
Gallon
$1,1.0 gallon Ave ra ge of ra po rt ed 
figures
- ab icie coscb were as ujcatsa co cno 3 1ennh-au L ossed on tne aannar in which 
coat was Incurred, For example, repair and caiidenarce, tire, and fuel 
costs sere incurred on a yer-mim basis and rue allocated to the stem-haul 
oases on sesrn-naui caier, Applicable state highway use taxes, ioc-mlle taxes 
unci 1 cal taxes we to inc iusaa In tbs s t ecu-haul cost cotip a risen s and we rs calcu­
lated using actual rates and stem-haul, miles, All colls associated with each 
route ore re also included in the c o s i 0 o art a r 1 s cm s ,
Ac. applicable portion 0 i: the fined-cost components, such as registration 
.neerest an; asprmiacxon on delivery vehicles, were also 
■haul. But, since fixed costs are not incurred on a 
were d.ri. 1:icnlt to allocate to either the on-route or stem 
mte scenario. Therefore, a differencial approach'was employed.
fees, in.suran.ee, and
aIIocsted to the ste:
mi ilea ge basis* they ’
portion of any rou
if a fixel cost comp;
outside handlers , it:
cost vat 1 e fi 3 1. 2 0 r t r c ■
ci IT t e r e n c e in the cc
cha handler who bore
t r d ponent was not significantly different for inside versus
was not i riclamed .in the stemhauI costs ' for either, If the 
:era 1 1 y net ween h e 1 a s 1 a a. a a at tee o u f a i d e ’h a n. d 1 e r s only the 
a; component was included ana was added to the stem cost for 
me higher cost, i,icen.ses, reg.nT rat ion tees, insurance, 
m m  terne mi uignmy use tax were dealt vim i_n ci is learner, hone oi these costs 
were sign.icrcan.tlv dirierent tor insiders or outsiders and v/ete ignored,
Tractor interest and deprecianlon costs were separated from trailer interest 
arm caprec lac ion , nice res t and d eprno istion tor each were based on replaceriant 
price, mmctsd length of life an years and milem salvage value, and cose of 
capital. The handlers estimated an average life of II years for a box trailer 
and stated teat u salmi lire varied with the amount of wear and tear associated 
with on-route delivery, not with stem mileage. Although some "fatigue" occurred 
during the stem haul, chs limiting Factor in useful life for trailers was 
assumed to be "on-route" stress; charefore, capital trailer costs should be 
amoc atari to on-row la costs, however., on—roues times and distances were assumed 
to be identical for inside and outside handlers in this analysis; therefore. 
Interest ami depreciation, costs of trailers were ignored..
On the other hand, the seated average length of life for the tractor was 
SUUyOGO miles for all handlers; therefore, life in years depended on annua1 
£i.i j. cages lor tractors, Imicis cane m s  na.d sxpsrieacec use t u I tractor lives o f 
o to lu years * wnxie suesims omy b cc 0 , S taimnsui engine wear was- largely s. 
function cf miles traveled, while on-route stress varied with driving and 
delivery conditions. Since the om-route conditions were trie same for inside and 
o'tt 3 1 ae ns.nui.srs cor ram scanano, ms cractor inbarest and depreciacion costs 
me riba table to the on---rou.ee portion, were also the sane, But chore were, or 
would as, differences in ateimmul mileage for inside and outside handlers, A 
tractor t yp i-c au iy vovi. v r a acre the ecu o.t its useful 1. it e in mile s two rears 
sooner ter the outs ids handler chan the inside one because of higher stem 
distances. Or, mated differently, within a given length of time, the outside 
handler would have to replace tractors more often; therefore, annual tractor 
interest and depreciation costs would re higher for the outside handler. The 
difference between fixed tractor interest and depreciation costs per year for 
the Inside and outside handler was included in the stem-haul costs for outside 
handlers, (Exhibits 2 and 3d
In addition, two sets of stem-haul costs were calculated for each route 
studied using two sets of vehicle costs; one was a low cost and the other a high 
cost. The low-cost calculations assumed" $50,000 tractor purchase price*
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Exhibit 2, Cost Component Values Used in Hypothetical 1 Hastration or 
Calculation of Stem-Haul Costs
Notes * 1, The values reported in this exhibit are the ones used in Exhibit 3
to illustrate the calculation of stem-haul cost comparisons.
2. The numbers used here are for illustration only. They are not 
necessarily numbers used in the actual anaxysIs *
Cost Component Explanation/Source Value
Total Route Time Driving time for stem-haul round 
trip* plus store-to-store delivery 
time plus time at store* personal 
time* fatigue and delay; limited to 15 
hours with one man on delivery truck.
12 hours out­
side route 
8 hours inside 
route
Stem Time Stem driving hours plus percent or personal* fatigue and delay time 
allocable to the stem-haul; limited 
tc 10 hours total with one man on 
delivery truck*
4 hours out­
side route 
2 hours inside 
routs
Stem Distance Mileage from plant to ’'first score of delivary plus mileage ftom last 
delivered store back to plant*
200 miles out­
side route 
80 miles in­
side route
Vehicle Operation 
Time
Number of days delivery vehicle is 
in use; not necessarily on same route 
every day*
5 days
Regular Workday 
Length
'Norrsal schedulad workday* 10 hours out­side route 
8 hours inside 
route
Cost ox Capital An estimate of the real* inflation—rree* 
rate * 9 percent
Labor Cost 
Straight Cost
Based on either hourly rate or daily 
base salary plus commission* includ­
ing all fringes.
$120/day 
(15 *00/hour)
Overtime Cost Based on cost of straight hour plus fringes at specified overtime rate* 
(1 *6*2 time 'and a half).
$ 2.2 J hour
Tractor Purchase 
price
Based on industry-reported replacement 
costs for typical over-the-sr oad tractor *
$50,000
Tractor Life Outside handlers reported tractor reached 500,000 miles in 6 years. 
Inside handlers reported tractor 
reached 500,000 miles in 8 years .
6 years 
8 years
S;chibit 2 (continued)
Coat Component
Salvage Value 
Equipment
E qulpment Needs 
Per Route
Enel Mileage
Reefer Fuel Use
'Fuel Price
fiefrlgerafioia Fuel 
Cos t
New Tire Life
Non? Tire Price
Recapped Tire 
Price
Recap Life
Recaps Par 
Casing .
R e-D a 1 t C o 31 
Road Use Taxes
Expianat ion/Source t . al ue
Based on reported average 10% of pur­
chase price
Based on reported averages 1 for every 10
Based en reported ayerages 5*0 MFC
Based cm reported averages »7 5 g a 11 on / h r *
Based on reported averages $!.10/gal.
Based on reported averages $1 - 05/gal *
Based -on reported ave rages 100?000 miles
Based on reported averages $273,00
Based on reported averages $7 7 * 50
Based on reported averages
Based on reported averagess 
taking into account that re­
capped tires are not generally 
used as drive tires *
Base, d on re p o r t e d ave rages 
includes repair and mainten­
ance over the life of the 
vehicle,, excluding diesel 
and tires-
Calculated for each route
Calculated using actual rates 
and actual taxable miles for 
route wherever applicable- 
(Le.s f!J handiet trave 1.1 ing into 
MY State would 'be charged iff 
Ton Mile Tax)
000 miles
1
$,12/ m x jl
SlO,GO outaide 
$3*00 insids 
route
,017/mile MY 
TMT
-ou19 i de rout e 
all 200 stem 
miles in NY * 
“inside route 
30 stem miles 
in NY
Ixhlblu 3
Inside H 
Hundred*
Both lunide -■ 
l.r;c;:U:iGP in in
r t;.= j ,-■ cf Cal eel a t .loo. 'of Stem-Haul Cost and 
t; a. ■; a r-o or A dva. at at- or Disadvantage Per
i v. T> rr.l-v.dLat dons are not necessarily
oJvsnsris oso be doond in Exhibit 2,
. - : : : " i ,~o be serving a. sales area
^xx.-i octet in g 300 24-~quart caaeSj mak™
CO; Value
Labor Cost
o u
}d -i
at tor bour
Interest nod 0 pc ret Lit
Salvage "in loo 
Tractor
-x Tractor 
V x 1 0.0 of L 0 y 1 n;oo n t 
102
Present Value 
Salvage trice
Inside land 
Outride Hen
;t ,:b'rb Jb;:\ T- d id Present Value
2 j 760
3,279
interest and ;b 
o recta 17. ■> t ">. u 
per year
Inside Hand': 
■0-u to.. l.da... H and
d
9,438
11,529
Dxfferenrf, f ■
Interest and
Cost per v e a
Ins ide/ouX s.1
Differentlax
for Oats!d s.
per rile 02 5/mile
Exhibit:  3 (continued)
Cost C o m p o n e n t Calculation '/ a ,.L col cars
re and Fuel Cost
Fuel Cost Mile Fuel.Price Per Gallon f MPG
$1*10 - t 3*0 $*22/ffiile
Refrigeration
Cost
Refrigeration Fuel Price/Gal. 
x Fuel Use per hour 
$1.05 x .75
.79/hour
1Mre Cost Mile [New Tire Price i* (Number Recaps
x Recap Price)] r [Haw Tire Life
■f (Humber Recaps x Recap Life)]
x Number of Tires
[$273 -A (1 ,x $77*50)] [100,000
miles + (1 x 72,000 miles)] x 13
tires *04/mile
Additional Road Taxes
New York State 
Ton Mile Tax
Tax Rate x Taxable Stem Miles 
*017 x 200 miles outside route 
*017 x 30 miles Inside.route
3,40 
= 51
Io.u8 All tolls added to stem 10 outside
3 ins i-de
Total Cost of Stem Haul
Inside
Route
Outside
Route
Labor Cost Stem $30,00 $ 74,00
Differential Stem 
Interest and Depreciation 
Cost Outside Handler
Differential Cost per 
x Stem Miles
$=025 x 200 miles
EKX is 5,00
Tire Cost Stem Tire Cost Mile x Stem 
$,04 x 200 miles 
$,04 x 80 miles
Miles
3.20
8.00
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Exh i M  t 3 (co;ntinned)
Inside Outside
Total Cost of Stem Haul Route Route
Fuel Cost Stem ('Fuel Cost Mile x Stem Miles)
I™ R e F u e l  Cost Hour x 1/2
Stem Hours
($.22 mile x 200 miles) + 2 hours 
x $.79 hour
($.22 mile x 80 miles) + 1 hour 
x $.79 hour $18.39
$ 45,00
Repair Cost Stem Repair Cost Mile x Stem Miles
$,12 x 200 miles 
$,12 x 80 miles 9,60
24,00
Road Use Tax Stem Tax Rate x Taxable Stem Miles
$.017 x 200 miles 
$.017 x 30 miles .51
3.40
Tolls 3,00 $10,00
Total Cost of Stem Haul $64.70 $169.40
Total Stem-Haul Cost per Hundredweight
(800 24-quart cases equal approximately 412.8 cwt,) $ . 157 $ ,410
Federal Order Transportation/Location Differential +■ .590 + ,286
Stem Haul Cost per cwt Including differential $ .747 $ .696
Advantage (-f)/'Disadvantage( — ^ or Inside Handler —.051/cwt.
-^.Present Value Factor = (1 + r) n; where r = rate of interest; n ** years •
2Annuity Factor * Present value of $1 received annually at the end of each
year for n years.
1 - (1 -r r) n
r
5.b KPG on dieael fuel and $0,03 per mile for maintenance and repairs, High 
vehicle costs assumed $55,000 for tractor purchase price, 4,5 MFC on diesel 
fuel, and $0,12 per mile for maintenance and repairs. The estimated stem-haul 
costa ranged from 1,0 to 3,0 cents per hundredweight for inside handlers, and 
from 4,0 to 6,0 cents per hundredweight for outside handlers, The higher costs 
for outsiders are due to higher stem .mileages.
An average ot the low and high stem-haul costs for all routes was used as 
ihe basis for the cost comparisons. The average cost per hundredweight for the 
Inside handler was compared to the average cost per hundredweight for the 
out.si.de handler to -determine tie average advantage or disadvantage per hundred- 
vexg'nt, A detailed 1 i 1.us tra. 11.on o£ the eompu tat ion s tised 1 n the cost compari- 
son.s in this study is given in Exhibits 2 and 3, A detailed discussion of the 
results of the basic comparison follows.
BASIC COHFARISod RESUITS
Some of the outside plants could not operate routes to all of the sales 
areas, because those routes would exceed the Federal standard of 15 hours oer 
a y, fI yp o t h e £ x. call y, wi c n s a van outside plants* seven sales areas a n d th r -a e 
load sizes* there, could be .147 routes from outside plants to be compared to 
routes from four Inside plants for a total of 588 route-by-route stem-haul 
comparisons. However, only 108 of the 147 outside routes (73%) were feasible: 
therefore * only 432 stem-haul compa mi sons were needed»
The results of the basic comparison. Indicate that inside plants would have 
■a transportation-cost advantage on 72% of the 432 feasible routes, This advantage 
would average 21,0 cents per hundredweight for all four inside plants and all 
three load sizes, However, there is a wide variation in the inside advantage 
among the plants and the sales areas,
Table 8 presents the transportation-cost advantage of each inside riant 
location versus all outside plant routes to all sales areas, by load size, As 
load size increases* both total hundredweight delivered and total time required 
to complete the route increase, And stem-haul cost increases somewhat as total 
route time increases, However, stem-haul cost increases less with load size 
than total hundredweight delivered; therefore, stem-haul cost per hundredweight* 
without the order differential* declines. The order differential is constant 
par hundredweight regardless of load size; therefore* the inside advantage 
declines as load size increases. However there are fewer feasible outside 
routes for the larger load sizes; at 600 cases 80% are feasible* while at 800 
cases only 67% would meet Federal standards,
Table 9 shows the transportation-cost advantage for inside plants grouped 
by one-way stem distance from the outside plant to the sales area. As stem” 
distance increases for outside plants* their total routs time and stem-haul, cost 
increase. On the other hand* as outside plant to sales area distance and ■ 
stem-haul cost declines * inside plant to sales area distance and stem-haul cost 
does not necessarily increase, For example* on routes to sales areas within 75 
miles of an'outside plant, inside plants would have a 941 transportation-cost 
advantage, averaging 13,7 cents per hundredweight over all load sizes. Therefore, 
although some outside plants are relatively near some sales areas,.inside plants 
would have a locational advantage under current Order No, 2 provisions*
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As outside plane tc sales area distance increases above 107 miless the 
1nside p1ant advantage increases also. Inside plants would have a transportation- 
cost advantage on 771 of the routes requiring more than 107 miles of one-way 
stem for outsiders. This advantage would average 29.0 cents per hundredweight 
for all load sices in these dxs tance ranges, In addition * 75% of tAs feasible 
routes would require at least 108 one-way stem miles for outside plants,
The Inside plants would be at a small disadvantage compared to outside 
plants in serving sales areas between 76 and 107 miles from outside plants, In 
this distance range, total differential stem-haul costs are similar for both 
outside and inside plants; however, only 14 percent of the feasible routes would 
fall into this distance category,
In Table 10, the transportation-cost advantage of inside plants in relation 
to all outside plants is presented for three sales-area groupings. Generally, 
as sales locations differ, stem distance for both inside and outside plants 
differ. Inside n.1 ants vo u1d have the smallest advantage in serving stores 1n 
South Central New Jersey (Freehold and New Brunswick) because these two sales 
locations are within 75 miles of two outside plants but are more distant from 
s ome in aiders {e,g,, Yonker s) than others (e. g „ * FIswington).
On the other hand, inside plants would enjoy a transportation-cost advan­
tage on 8 2% o£ the rouces serving S uburban New TorA sales areas (Yonksrs ana New 
C i t y I , The S u bu r b a n 7! etc Y o rk .1 o it a t ions are more Chan 10/ one-way stem m i j. a s 
from all outside plants and are closer to more inside plants. Although Fleming- 
ton is more distant from either Yonkers or New City than the Yonkers plant,
Flemington would still have an advantage over most outsiders.
Table II shows each inside plant's transportation-cost advantage compared 
to each outside plant. As outside plant location changes, both the applicable 
Order No. 2 (or Order No, i) transportation differential or location adjustment 
and outside plant-to-saies area stem distances change, Inside plants would be 
at a small disadvantage in relation to the plant in Schuylkill Haven, Pennsyl­
vania and at a somewhat larger disadvantage compared to the Scranton, Permsyl- 
v a ria 1 o c a l; ion,
If the Fort Washington and Lansdaie, Pennsylvania plants continue to u£ 
pooled in Order No, 4, inside plants would have an advantage on virtue 1-j.v ail 
feasible routes from those plants,
The Roxbury arid Foltonviila, New York plant locations are too distant from 
the sales areas to serve them, Roxbury could only operate 600-case load routes 
to three sales areas, all routes for larger loads would exceed Federal workday 
standards. The Fultonvllle plant could operate routes at all loan sizes by 
usina two routener for the larger case loads; however* insiders vouia nave at 
ayerage a-dvanCage or a4 .,2 cen.ts per nurdre d we I g n t on 99Z of ail 1 u_ltun•/i 11 e 
routes.
In. conclusion, based only on differential stem-haul costs and on the 
applicable order transportation differential or location adjustment* the han­
dlers located within the Order No, 2 1-70 mile zone have an advantage in the 
majority of cases in. serving stores within that zone compared to outside plants 
under current Order No, 2 provisions, amended as of September 1., i98i.. However* 
in conducting our analysis for the basic comparison, it was necessary to make a 
number of assumptions in order to isolate the- differences in stem-haul costs and 
order provisions from other Turn-institutional cost differences, Therefore, 
s s .n s it I v i t v a n. a. .1 v a i s vs .s n e. r t o r m e c ; the r e s u X1 s or cnis a n a ry s i s f o i low,
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Several assumptions used in the basic analysis were relaxed to examine the 
impact of each on the competitive environment, The following is a brief descrip­
tion of the methodology used to perform this sensitivity analysis with a short 
summary of the results of each change.
Order No. 2 Transportation Differentials
Two outside plant locations are currently pooled in Federal Order No. 4. 
Because the Order~No. 2, 1-10 mile sons Class I price and the Class I price at 
these Order No. 4 plants are identical, 59., 0 cents per hundredweight was used as 
a proxy tor the Order Mo. 4 location adjustment for the basic analysis, how­
ever, it the plants located at Fort Washington and Lansdale were pooled in Order 
No. 2, their transportation differentials would be 28,6 cents per hundredweight. 
Sensitivity analysis was done to see the effects on the cost advantages/ 
disadvantages of Inside handlers if these two plants were priced under Order 
No. 2, The results are as follows.
The number of routes for which the inside handler has a transportation- 
cost advantage decreases from 312 in the basic analysis to 26a if the two order 
No. 4 plants shifted to Order No, 2. Only 61% of all the inside plants* routes, 
rather'than 72%, would have a cost advantage, The overall weighted-average 
a dvan ■: age for ins id. e hand I e r s would decrease from 21,0 cents to 10.0 cants p e r 
hundredweight (Table 12),
Table 9 shows the impact of the Order No, 2 assumption by comparing routes 
based on the distance of the outside plant to the sales area. When the two 
plants were pooled in Order Mo. 4. there was a signiricant advantage for in.Si.de 
handlers in sales areas that are more than 107 miles from the outside plant,
That advantage is similar when ail plants are pooled in Order No, 2. However., 
the inside handlers would have an advantage on only 2% (1 in 48) of the routes 
to sales areas less than 75 miles from the outside plants if all were pooled in 
Order No, 2, Both of the plants currently pooled in Order No, 4 are in the 
76-80 mile cone, just beyond the 15-cent fixed transportation differential, and 
are located within 107 miles of most sales areas.
There was little change for .sales areas that are 76-107 miles from the 
outside plant. In the basic analysis, 261 of all the routes showed an insi.de™ 
hand1er advantape as compare-d tc 20% fot this analysis, Inside hand1ers havs a 
smaller advantage in serving these particular sales areas (see Tables 20 and 2.L 
in Appendix for results by sales area) because they are moving milk, away from 
the city zone, while the.'outside handlers are moving it toward the city zone,
Sales area locations in South Central New Jersey (Table 14) would be the 
most significant problem area if the two Order No, 4 plants were priced in Order 
No. 2,
A considerable decrease in the weighted average advantages/disadvantages by 
outside plant location can be seen (Table 15) under this analysis; the decrease 
averages 30 cents per hundredweight for the Lansdale and Fort Washington plant 
locations.
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Plant-Specif1c Labor Costs
The basic stem-haul costs were calculated using an average labor cost of 
$14,90 per hour, including all fringe benefits, and $16,38 per overtime hour._ 
However, the actual plant-specil xc labor costs ranged from approximately ■? j. a * 50 
per hour to $19,00 per tour, including fringes, for outs id e hand j,e its, and irons 
$14,50 to $16,50 an hour including fringes, for inside handlers, The average of 
actual labor costs for the inside and outside handlers differed only by 35 cents 
per hour,
Plant-specific labor costs were used in. stem-haul calculations to determine 
whether or not specific differences in labor costs would change the competitive 
situation. In this scenario, inside handlers would have an advantage for only 
68%* rather than 72%, of their routes, (See Table 16,) The weighted-average 
advantages were still significant for the inside handlers, but fell an average 
of 4,0 cents per hundredweight. The plant located in Flemington, New Jersey had 
the least favorable labor costs compared to outsiders (see table 16), There was 
little variation, in the results by distance of the sales area from outside plmt 
except for those areas more than 150 miles from the outside plant,
The results5/ of the plant-specific labor cost analysis by location of out­
side plant indie ace than; the plant located in Schuylkill Haven gamed consider­
ably, from 4,0 to 6,0 cents per hundredweight. The same is true for the Scranton 
plant although its gain was smallerfrom 1,5 to 3,o cents per hundredweight,
On the other hand* increases in the weighted-average advantages occurred for the 
inside plants over plants located in Fort Washington and Lansdale.
Inside Routes Using Straight-Chassis Vehicles and Commission Routemen
This phase of the sens!civity analysis assumes that outside plants use 
tractor-trailers for their routes and that inside handlers use straight-chassis 
commission routes,
Commission routenten? s .Labor costs for a 600—case route were ca±culatec fol 
each inside handler using the base salary plus fringes as stated in each laoar 
contract plus the commissions paid the regular routeman tor that route, j-he 
cost of the route was then divided by the number of days the regular rouk.enian 
worked to establish a. daily cost ror each route. The average c o s l of air insine 
handlers’ commission, routes (3186,64 per da}? or 123,3.5 per hour) was usea for 
the st em-hau 1 cost ca.1 cula cions for toe mside handlers, the average hourly 
rate of $14.76 including fringes was used for outside handlers, Labor costs 
were allocated to the steni—haui as they had been, for the basic analysis (see 
Exhibit 3),
Annual interest and depreciation costs for straight-chassis trucks ware 
compared to that of tractors and trailers, The difference was allocated to tne 
stem-haul of the tractor-trailer route based on stem-haul miles as illustrated
P .an
5/— Results for plant-specific 
f are not reported herein due
labor costs analyses by location of 
to confidentiality considerations.
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In Exhibit 3. Differences in fixed fees such as registration, insurance and 
federal highway use taxes were also examined and allocated to the stem-haul for 
the ton te which had the higher cost,
Straight-chassis routes for 600-case loads were developed for inside 
Handlers anu the sCem-tsui costs for these routes to each sales area we^s 
compared to the stem-haul costs of 600“,. 75Q-, and 800-case tractor-trailer 
routes, If inside handlers used smaller trucks and commission routemen, they 
would have an advantage for 76% of the routes compared to 72% if they used 
exactor™era.tiers, me velgntecL-average advantage increased for all load sizes 
and the overall average increased from 2.HG cents to 25, [ cents per hundred­
weight, The larger advantages are due to delivery-vehicle cost differences, 
tractor traliars are isore expens ive to op e rat e than s t rai.gb. t — chas s 1 s trueks .
(Sea Table .18,)
■Differe n c e s  i n  t h e  C o s t  o f  C a p i t a l
Using 14% as the cost of capital, rather than 9%, did not alter the results 
of the stem-haul cost comparisons. The proportion of routes tor which inside 
handlers had a transportation-cosc advantage remained 72%, On the average, the 
differeatial cost per mile was only one-tenth of one cent higher per mile with a 
HI cost of -capital, indicating results are not sensitive within the selected 
ccst-of-capital range,
Boiible-BoCCoxn Tractor-Trailers
Sensitivity analysis was performed by assuming that double-bottom tractor- 
trailers were used on routes originating in Fultonville, It was assumed that a 
double-bottom tractor-trailer was used from Fultonville to Sufferry New York, 
and back on the New York State Thruway,
it was assumea that using uoudIs-dottoms results in a cost savings because 
one tractor and one driver could be saved, and some of the cost savings of 
double-bottoms should be allocated to the stem-haul cost for the milk trailer, 
Therefore, one-half of the basic stem-haul costs related to the tractor and the 
round-trip mileage from Fultonville to Suffero. were deducted from the original 
stem-haul costs for Fultonville routes. For example, the fuel cost per mile for 
a single-bottom route was 22 cents; so II cents a mile was used for toe double­
bottom stem mileages„ Similarly, half the cost of a single-bottom tractor™ 
trailer driver (not a delivery routeman) was used for the double-bottom costs,
The calculated savings were 17.0, 14,0 and 13,0 cents per hundredweight for 
&00-, 750™, and 800-case double-bottom loads, respectively. However, this phase 
of the analysis was only a limited attempt to examine the double-bottom issue. 
The approach used here was not as rigorous as those used for the other analyses, 
Subtracting naif or the relevant Billsags costs was a generous assumption because 
the cost of operating a double-bottom is actually higher than, the single-bottom 
costs used here, Therefore., the cost savings from using a double-bottom would 
be less than. 502; of sing 1 e-bo11om costs as used here,
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Table 19. Summary of Regression Analysis to Estimate the Variable Cost of 
Hauling Packaged Milk Into the 1-70 Mile Zone
Load Size
Variable Cost Per 
10-Mile Increment 
of Distance t-statistic R2
(cents/cwt.)
600 cases low vehicle 
costs (309.6 cwt.) 4.9 18.86 .90
600 cases high vehicle 
costs (309.6 cwt.) 5.6 20.78 .92
600 cases - average 5.3 22.27 .87
750 cases low vehicle 
costs (387 cwt.) 4.1 21.83 .93
750 cases high vehicle 
costs (387 cwt.) 4.6 23.07 .94
750 cases - average 4.4 25.43 .90
800 cases low vehicle 
cost (412.8 cwt.) 3.6 22.56 .94
800 cases high vehicle 
cost (412.8 cwt.) 4.1 25.84 .95
800 cases - average 3.9 25.85 .91
600-, 750-, 800-case loads 
low vehicle costs average 4.2 17.81 .75
600-, 750-, 800-case loads 
high vehicle costs average 4.6 18.17 .75
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